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Details of Visit:

Author: Uncle Pokey
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 18 Aug 2016 13:00
Duration of Visit: 90 Minutes
Amount Paid: 130
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07596302949
Phone: 07958082509

The Premises:

A semi in a pleasant road close to the A55. Although it is Broughton don’t leave the A55 at the
Broughton interchange – it’s the one to the West that will take you closer to her place – see below.
Park on her drive.

The Lady:

Jenny is only just five foot tall. A pocket rocket you might say. I certainly do as she is very much my
type. Beautiful blue eyes and lovely smile (perfect teeth) – a really pretty face. Lovely breasts and
an appreciative pussy that likes to be worshipped and fucked. She works out and has a lovely
figure. A superb bottom just dying to be doggied. (Nothing anal is on offer but you know what I
mean)

The Story:

I’ve had to make frequent visits to the Wirral on family issues for a while and had been trying to find
a reliable lady with whom to have some joy on these otherwise excruciatingly difficult visits. I’d
identified Jenny a while before but only now had the opportunity to meet her. My journey came to an
abrupt halt as, having taken the Broughton turn I found myself in an area not at all like that which
my map reading had previously shown. I rang Jenny and she so very kindly jumped into more
sombre clothes and then her car to find me and rescue me, guiding me personally to her home.
This is well above and beyond and I loved her greatly for it.
We got back to her place bang on time and up to the bedroom without a moments delay. She asked
me whether I preferred her stockings off or on. I’m a bollock-naked bloke and Jenny obliged. We
settled down to an extended snogging session together with chat about our respective lives, etc.
I was so charmed by everything she said and how she listened to what I said it was almost a
retrograde step to begin to suck her lovely breasts and to tease her clitoris with my tongue. But one
must rise to these challenges I suppose.
Jenny’s pussy is indeed (as she suggests) tight and I was close to climax as she took me first in
Cowgirl then in Missionary then Doggy and eventually in Lying-Down Doggy (which did it for me).
Jenny is a truly lovely lady. Her mix of scouse, welsh and brum accents is totally fascinating. Her
warmth and kindness cannot be surpassed.
Jenny’s rates are completely reasonable in my view. What isn’t to like? I shall return I’m sure.
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